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Wow classic mage leveling guide kargoz

Link presentation (Improve this tutorial by adding comments!): A big thank you to everyone who helped contribute valuable information! Da Real MarkyMark: twitch.tv/darealmarkymark Kamlanaut: twitch.tv/kamlanaut Taladril Holx Dis AnoobiStu Scylla Chaboi — Resources: Background Footage Courtesy
of: www.youtube.com/channel/UCa3SDs8cPme7tD9S8BIVYrw —– ❤ FOLLOW ME: ► Our Discord: ► Livestream: twitch.tv/kargozgaming ► Personal Facebook: facebook.com/jheldridge ► Facebook Fan Page: facebook.com/kargozgaming/ ► Twitter: twitter.com/jheldridge ► Instagram:
instagram.com/jheldridge ► Snapchat: @jheldridge VIDEO - Picking a Class (All 9 Classes Compared) by Kargoz VIDEO - RE-Overview of All 9 Classes - (Leveling, Dungeons, PvE, World PvP, Pre-Made PvP) by Kargoz VIDEO - Picking a Class - All 9 Classes Compared by Solheim DRUID VIDEO -
Druid Leveling Guide (Talents, Form Rotations, Addons, Tips &amp; Tricks) by Kargoz PDF - Taladril's Treatise on Druid Tanking in Vanilla SPREADSHEET - Taladril's List of Druid Gear DOCUMENT - Druid Macro's PvP and PvE WEBSITE - Advanced Classic Druid Healing Guide by SixPacKyx
WEBSITE - Advanced Classic Feral Druid Tank Guide by Krug SPREADSHEET - Classic Druid Information (BIG) IMAGE - Druid Infographic WEBSITE - Totally Pawesome Druid Macros Tested In Beta and Ready for Classic HUNTER VIDEO - Hunter Leveling Guide 2.0 (Pets, Talent, Rotation, Bow
Progression, Tips &amp; Tricks) by Kargoz VIDEO - Hunter Leveling Spreadsheet VIDEO - Advanced Classic Hunter DPS Guide by Sherro IMAGE - Hunter Infographic MAGE VIDEO - Mage Leveling Guide (Talent, AOE Grinding, Wand Progression, Tips &amp; Tricks) by Kargoz WEBSITE - Mage
Guide (1-60) SPREADSHEET - Wizard in Classic WoW 1.13 VIDEO - Each point on the map assesses AoE WEBSITE viability - Advanced Classic Mage DPS Guide by Kelman SPREADSHEET - Mage Gear / BIS PRIEST VIDEO - Priest Leveling Guide (Talent, Rotation, Wand Progression, Tips &amp;
Tricks) by Kargoz WEBSITE - Advanced Classic Priest Healing Guide by Maugus WEBSITE - Advanced Classic Priest DPS Guide by Rokman ROGUE VIDEO - Rogue Leveling Guide (Talents , Rotation, Weapon Progression, Tips &amp; Tricks) by Kargoz WEBSITE - Advanced Classic Rogue DPS
Class Guide by Rokman SPREADSHEET - Advanced Classic Rogue DPS Class Guide by Rokman SHAMAN VIDEO - Shaman Leveling Guide (Talent, Rotation, Weapon Progression, Tips &amp; Tricks) by Kargoz WEBSITE - Advanced Classic Shaman Healing Guide by Woah WARLOCK VIDEO -



Warlock Leveling Guide 2.0 (Talents, Wand Progression, Rotation, Macros, Tips &amp; Tricks) by Kargoz IMAGE - Warlock Inforgraphic SPREADSHEET - Warlock Macros WARRIOR VIDEO - Leveling Guide 2.0 (Talents, Weapon Progression, Rotation, Tips &amp; Tricks) by Kargoz WEBSITE
WEBSITE Classic Warrior DPS Guide by Krug SPREADSHEET - Pre-Raid P1 Warrior Tank : Pre-Raid WEBSITE - Prot Pre-Raid-BiS-List / Specs / Enchants SPREADSHEET - Taladril's Tank Gear List WEBSITE - Advanced Classic Warrior Tank Guide by Terryn Page 2i.redd.it/wbgwgg... The Wizard is a
Tier 1 class in the WoW Classic. This is the best long-range DPS for PVE, one of the most fun in PVP, very versatile solo and in a group. While they got off to a slow start for 1-20, mages started pulling way ahead of the pack once AoE grinded to the online. From LVL 20, it improves a lot and you will have
2 choices: Standard leveling «single goal »AOE leveling (full instructions here «MAGE GUIDE FOR AOE LEVELING ») As long as you are leveling, Wizards get a lot of good stuff to wreck people in PVP, so you can enjoy your journey until lvl 60 If you want to do dungeons during your leveling session,
a wizard will always roast a position like the best DPS. Mage Strengths Tier 2 Leveling Speed (Likely Tier 1)High DamageHyper-Efficient AoE GrindingGear IndependentHighly Engaging Dynamic GameplayFree Consumables (Food/Water/Mana Pots)Above Average Movement Speed (Blink/Tele)Fantastic
Group UtilityHighly Sought AfterHard + Soft Crowd Control OptionsSmooth Weapon Progression (Wands, Staves) Strong in the open world PvP Mage weakness Slow Leveling 1-20 Already Spec Frost in the first 2 stages of the WoW Classic because raiding bosses Do not heal Themselves This is our pick
of the best wizard race in the classic wow for PvE or PvP. People are not so bad with their perception of allowing them to see rogues up to 10 meters , but long CDs (3min) and lack of passive + 5% wisdom make them weaker gnomes (pve and pvp both). Here are some tips to progress quickly during your
leveling as the wizard in Classic Wow. This trick is very important during leveling because the natural rebirth of the mana (based on your mental totals) begins 5 seconds after your last spell. Because of that mechanics, it is better to tank some hits with your HP to finish the crowd with a wand (0 mana cost)
and can get 2-3 ticks of natural mana regen before attacking the next opponent. Below is a list of the best wands to get during your leveling. Spell Hit is crucial in wow classics for spellcasters. As a Spellcaster, you will always have a 1% chance to miss with your magic. Against a goal of the same level:
You have a 4% chance to miss. 3% Hit is necessary for the cap. Against a goal 1 level higher than you: You have a 5% chance to miss. 4% Hit is necessary for the cap. Against a Target 2 levels higher than you: Can you 6% chance to miss. 5% Hit is necessary for the cap. Against target 3 levels higher
than you (BOSS), you have a 17% chance to miss. 16% Hit is needed for the cap. As a wizard, you'll get +6% spell-hitting from elemental precision talent, so you'll need 10% spelling from the device to be CAPPED in A mob of the same level as you offers 100% exp, a mob with +1 lvl only for 104% exp.
The problem is: The crowd with + 1 lvl will give you more trouble, it will have a higher chance to fight your magic, it will have more HP, and he will do more damage ... So an increase of 4% exp is not worth it. Try to focus your leveling on mobs who are the same level as you. Use spellstopcasting/scripts
with your critical spelling to interrupt your cast and prioritize a counterspell for example. As you may know, FROST mage is the most effective spec for leveling (single goal or pond) This is the best spec to level as a wizard: Frost Spec: 12/0/39 We recommend choosing talent in this order (from left to right):
There are 2 ways to lvl up a mage: Single goal DPS levellngAOE levellngIn this guide, we will focus on leveling the only goal, but you can also check out our AOE leveling guide for wizards As your primary spelling, you have to choose between Frostbolt or Fireball. It's easy: Choose the highest ranking
you've learned recently. See below DPM (damage per mana) You can see that your best way to deal damage during leveling is to use the highest rank of your spelling. Here's the cycle: 3 frostbolts/3 fireballs (depending on your highest rank at the moment)Wand (if the crowd is close to death, continue with
the wand, even if you lose some HP) Otherwise, nova. Then, 1 frostbolt / 1 fireball until 5% HP. NB: In this tutorial, we only include the priority stats for leveling (so it's completely different that gears for maximum PVE/PVP levels, which you can find in our wizard pvp guide and pve guide). For leveling, not
focusing on the device with +spell power, it is ineffective. You need a lot of SpellPower indicators to really make a difference, I'm talking about having a full SP gear set. To get this device, you will need to waste both time and money by leveling sewing, buying recipes (one of them is in a house in the
middle of nowhere in the wetlands) and farming the resources to craft this cake. The rest comes from [x]blue BoE World drops, and either you'll need luck to get them or you'll end up wasting money by buying from AH (thus wasting your time plus you'll have to travel to town, then back to your search area).
The other stats are just better to stack and much easier to get without having to go out of your way. The spirit increases the mana you regenerate each tick so you will drink less, and spend less time drinking. Mind will give you a larger mana pool and slightly increase your chances to land an important
strike. Stamina will increase your HP, this is not very useful against mobs as you don't get hit, and even if you get hit you still shouldn't take enough damage to justify the HP increase (The reason you'll face tank mobs is to trade HP for Mana by wanding wanding Mob to death, which you should do to be
effective, that you can not do with SP gear because you will end up killing mobs after using your last Frostbolt, which will allow you to recreate a tick of mana after each fight the most).  Priority stats: Conclusion: For quick leveling: Spirit &gt; Intelligence &gt; StaminaThe green sets of owls (Int/spirit) are
perfect. For a combination of leveling and PVP: Intelligence &gt; Spirit &gt; StaminaThe set of eagle (Int/stamina) is great too. Of course, if you get the device with spelling damage, do not hesitate. But don't sacrifice your spirit or wisdom just for that. A quick look at the statistics for PVE HL: Spell power:
must be there for wizards in PVE attacks and dungeons, but not really useful in leveling sessions. Spell Hit: Very good stats in PVE as well as for the game raid to end. Spelling Crit: Like spell hit, very good indicators as well. Pack d'addons de démarrage - Click this link to go to addon, you want to get the
necessary addons from WoW Classic without having to search for them or compare them? Our Addon Starter Pack is here to help you. In one click, you get the full package of the best addons in each category (Bags, Loot, Combat, Action Bars, etc...) to launch yourself into the WoW Classic adventure.
XP/Hr Tracker - Click here to download track your leveling efficiency correctly. You will have information such as XP/hour, XP/minute and XP on average for each kill. A tool optimized for the most advanced. Neat Plates &lt;- Click to download neat plates that track the spelling effects you cast (HoTs, DoTs,
buffs, debuffs, etc.). You can see exactly how much time is left on your magic so you know when they end up so you can restart them. Outfitter - Click here to download this addon that allows you to easily exchange your device. Especially useful to switch to a esprit tool between fights to reduce
regeneration down time when you need to grab your horse or run from one spot to another. Thanks to everyone who marked this possible tutorial: Kargoz, Vurtne, Elysium Forum, Nostalgic Forum, Jace. Do you have any friends playing Classic WoW? Join the WowIsClassic community and share this
guide with all your friends! A share = A saved murloc! Murloc!
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